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These are brief notes that I often use when I teach Goffman, covering ‘interactional arrangements’, ‘ritual investment 
in interaction’, ‘individual involvements in activity’, ‘frames, realms and keying’, and ‘implications’.  Though they 
differ in format, they are offered to the Working Papers in the same spirit as Rob Moore’s ‘Founding concepts: 
Simmel and Sapir on communication’ (WPULL 232) 

 

 

Erving Goffman provides an apparatus for investigating the ‘interaction order’, a level of social organisation 
that lies somewhere between linguistic structure on the one hand, and institutional and societal order on the 

other.  His paper ‘Footing’ (1981:Ch 3) lays out a substantial range of the sensitising concepts he developed, 
and this handout is a summary of (plus a bit of commentary on) some of the most important, drawing on other 

sources as well. 

 

Footing, according to Goffman, is “[a p]articipant’s alignment, or set, or stance, or posture, or projected self… 
held across a strip of behaviour [of variable duration]… A change of footing implies a change in the alignment 

we take up to ourselves and the others present as expressed in the way we manage the production and reception 

of an utterance” (1981:128).  The notion of ‘footing’ tries to capture some of the dynamics involved in “the 
flickering, cross-purposed, messy irresolution of [our] unknowable circumstances” (1981:195), and Goffman 
leaves open the duration and subtlety of strips of interaction that a footing can cover (1981:128,151).  Still, it’s 
clear that the participants’ footings in an interaction can change very quickly, and these shifts can be signalled 

both orally (e.g. through a switch of language, register, or maybe pitch) and visually/multimodally (through 

posture, gesture, eye gaze, facial expression, and other displays of attention or involvement [1981:130,133, 

135,153]).   As a unit of analysis, ‘footing’ is generally a more micro concept than, for example, a ‘genre’ (or 
‘activity type’), and, crucially, it also belongs to a different level of analysis.   ‘Genre’ is a term we can use in 
the description of different institutions – ‘GP consultations’ involve e.g. doctors, patients, health topics, 
surgeries etc, and ‘teacher talk’ happens in lessons, in schools, with teachers, pupils and curriculum topics.  
‘Footing’, in contrast, is a term used in analysis of the interaction order, referring to relations of talk that recur 

and shift within-&-across lots of different genres and settings, and that are far less likely either to be 

institution-/culture-specific or to be named and ideologised. 

 

So here are some of the main terms that Goffman introduced for the analysis of footings in particular, and 

communication more generally. 

 

 

1. Interactional arrangements 

 

Social situation & a gathering: 

 

Goffman argues that when you’re looking interactional discourse data,  “the whole situation, the whole 

surround, must always be considered” (1981:144), taking into account gaze, gesture, posture, spatial 
positioning, orientation to objects etc as well as speech.  The social situation is “the full physical arena in 
which persons present are in sight and sound of one another.  (These persons, in their aggregate, can be 

called a gathering, no implications of any kind being intended concerning the relationships in which they 

might severally stand to one another).  For it turns out that routinely it is relative to a gathering, not merely 

to an encounter, that the interactional facts will have to be considered.  Plainly, for example, speakers will 

modify how they speak, if not what they say, by virtue of conducting their talk in visual and aural range of 

non-participants” (1981:136) 
 

In fact, social situations can be sub-classified as involving either 

https://www.academia.edu/35264758/WP232_Moore_2017._Founding_concepts_Sapir_and_Simmel_on_communication
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unfocussed interaction: 

 

the kind of communication that occurs when one gleans information by glancing or in passing.  

Unfocussed interaction has to do with the management of sheer and mere copresence (1963:24) 

or 

 

focused interaction: 

 

which occurs when persons gather close together and openly cooperate to sustain a single focus of 

attention, often with turns at talk (1963:24) 

 

Unfocused interaction – our half-an-ear, out-of-the-side-of-the-eye awareness of co-present others whom 

we’re not directly engaged with – provides a very powerful starting point for understanding surveillance.  

But despite its potentially major relevance to debates about contemporary society, it has been 

overwhelmingly neglected, both in sociolinguistics and in surveillance studies (see however Rampton & 

Eley 2019; Jones 2017). 

 

DIFFERENT KINDS OF FOCUSED INTERACTION (relatively enduring units of talk, often subsuming a number of 

different footings) 

 

A ‘talk’: 
 

naturally bounded, ritually bracketted (opened and closed), displayed in bodily orientation (1981:130-1)  

(which of course covers a very wide range of different genres) 

 

Podium/platform events (1981:137ff, Ch 4):  

 

“a single speaking slot is organisationally central… the audience have the right to examine [observe] the 
speaker directly, with an openness that might be offensive in conversation… the role of the audience is to 
appreciate remarks made, not to reply in any direct way… backchannel response alone is what is meant to 
be available to them” (1981:138).  Various kinds of platform event: recreational (cf ‘stage events’ 
1981:139, 1974: Ch 5), congregational (eg church), or ‘binding’ (courts, classrooms) 

 

Coordinated task activity (eg games): 

 

a physically elaborated, non-linguistic undertaking is central, and the words spoken, whether by one 

participant or two, are an integral part of a mutually co-ordinated physical undertaking, not a talk.  Ritual 

display is often truncated.  (1981:141-142) 

 

Open state of talk: 

 

conversation is subordinate to an ongoing task, and “participants hav[e] the right but not the obligation to 
initiate a little flurry of talk, then relapse back into silence, all this with no apparent ritual marking” 
(1981:134) 

 

Self-talk and response cries (1981:136): 

 

“there is a wide variety of circumstances in which we will audibly address statements to ourselves, blurt 

out imprecations, and utter ‘response cries’ such as oops, eek and the like”.  Although we tend to think of 
these as spontaneous emotional exclamations, they sensitively tuned to the people around (eg ‘sugar!’ 
rather than ‘shit!’), they are often styled to be heard in a gathering, they can provide bystanders a half-

licence to start interacting verbally, and they are often adjusted to the audience’s sensibilities (eg ‘sugar!’ 
rather than ‘shit!’). (1981:97-8) 
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ARRANGEMENTS FOR TALK 

 

When an individual speaks, the people around her/him arrange themselves/can be arranged in “an array of 
structurally differentiated possibilities” (1981:137), and the speaker has to guide the utterance through this.  So 
these are terms of more fine-grained analysis of manoeuvrings in talk from one moment to the next. 

 

Participation frameworks (the configuration of participants around an utterance 1981:131ff): 

 

Ratified participants 

(self [monitoring]) (Clark 1987) 

addressed recipient (addressee) 

unaddressed recipient (side-participants) 

  

Target (who is the ‘excolluded’ in innuendo and other deceptive acts 1981:134,153) 
  

Overhearers: 

  eavesdroppers 

bystanders (who may or may not politely disavail themselves of the opportunity to overhear, 

disattending and enacting a show of disinterest (‘civil inattention’) 
 

 

Lines of communication: (1981:133); 

 

Dominant communication (main floor) 

 

Subordinate communication, which can be either open/unconcealed, or collusive/surreptitious; 

 

Byplay: communication between subset of ratified participants 

Crossplay: communication between ratified participants and bystanders 

Side-play: respectfully hushed words between bystanders 

 

 

Production formats: 

 

In eg reciting, reading aloud and ‘fresh talk’ (1981:144-6), individual engage with their message in 

different ways, and these can be broken down into the following production roles (cf Levinson 1988 for 

further subdivisions): 

 

Animator: the ‘emitter’ (the physical source/ soundbox in use), who can also inflect the message with 
personal style and intonational attitude markers (1974:518).   

Author: the person who selects the words and meanings  

Principal: the person who in a particular capacity/role takes/holds responsibility for the message 

Figure: the protagonist represented in a scene described.  As a figure, the speaker has enormous 

flexibility in the projection of his/her identity, allowing her/him to talk in a “self-dissociated, fanciful 

way”  (1981:146-152) 

 

 

?Reception roles: 

 

Though the production roles that people select contribute to the positioning of the recipient (1981:145), 

Goffman never worked out an equivalent list of the ways in which people receive messages but Scollon 

(1998:257) suggests: 

 

Receptor: the mechanical receiving of the communication (a person can repeat a message but have no 

idea of its meaning) (// animator) 
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Interpreter: derives a meaning from the communication (// author) 

Judge: takes responsibility for interpretation of the meaning (// principal) (Scollon suggests that young 

people sometime delegate this role to elders 1998:158) 

Figure: eg you listen differently if you are a character in a tale (Goffman 1981:152) 

 

All (or most) of these arrangements for talk can be stylised/produced with theatrical exaggeration, thereby 

introducing further complications  (1981:153-4). 

 

 

2. Ritual investment in interaction 

 

Goffman argues that interaction and talk are permeated by a compelling sense of the ritual respect due to the 

participants, and he often refers to this as ‘face’.  ‘Face’ is the sense of reciprocal respect and interactional 

well-being that participants in an encounter produce when they act broadly in line with what’s expected (with 
these expectations based both on the particular activity in which they’re engaged and on individuals’ 
understanding of their own and others’ place in the social world more generally):   
 

“[w]hen a person senses that he [sic] is in face, he typically responds with feelings of confidence and 

assurance… When a person is… out of face… [h]is manner and bearing may falter, collapse, and crumble.  
He may become embarrassed and chagrined” (1967:8).   

 

Individuals are generally as attentive to the face of the people they’re interacting with as they are to their own, 
but face is always very vulnerable: 

 

“[w]hen individuals come into one another’s immediate presence, territories of the self bring to the scene a 

vast filigree of wires which individuals are uniquely equipped to trip over” (1971:106) 
 

“when a person volunteers a statement or a message, however trivial or commonplace, he commits himself 
and those he addresses, and in a sense places everyone present in jeopardy.  By saying something, the 

speaker opens himself up to the possibility that the intended recipients will affront him by not listening or 

will think him forward, foolish, or offensive in what he has said.  And should he meet with such a 

reception, he will find himself committed to the necessity of taking face-saving action against them” 
(1967:37) 

 

“[nearly every] act is taken to carry implications regarding the character of the actor and his evaluation of 

his listeners, as well as reflecting on the relationship between him and them” (1981:21) 
 

There is “no occasion of talk so trivial as not to require each participant to show serious concern with the way 
in which he handles himself and the others present” (1967:33), and “the person will have two points of view – 

a defensive orientation toward saving his own face, and a protective orientation toward saving the others’ face” 
(1967:14).  To counter these incessant threats to mutual respect, participants engage in face-work, either 

through avoidance (e.g. keeping away from certain topics, hedging what they say), or, when misconduct 

offence occurs, through a corrective process – a ‘ritual interchange’ – that typically consists of four moves: a 

challenge calling attention to the offence (from those offended); an offering (an apology, explanation, 

correction from the offender); acceptance of the offering; and thanks (from the forgiven).  Ritual interchanges 

often involve emotions like anger or anguish, but “these emotions function as moves, and fit so precisely into 
the logic of the ritual game that it would seem difficult to understand them without it” (1967:23) 
 

For Goffman, all conversation is suffused with ritual concerns: 

 

“[t]alk creates for the participant a world and a reality that has other participants in it.  Joint spontaneous 

involvement is a unio mystico, a socialised trance… a conversation has a life of its own and makes 
demands on its own behalf.  It is a little social system with its own boundary maintaining tendencies; it is a 

little patch of commitment and loyalty with its own heroes and villains” (Goffman, cited in Abrahams 
1984:79).  
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But there are certain occasions when the ritual dimension between more prominent than the content of talk: 

 

“[f]ace-to-face interaction… is the location of a special class of quite conventionalised utterances, 
lexicalisations whose controlling purpose is to give praise, blame, thanks, support, affection or show 

gratitude, disapproval, dislike, sympathy, or greet, say farewell and so forth.  Part of the force of these 

speech acts comes from the feelings they directly index; little of the force derives from the semantic 

content of the words.  We can refer here to interpersonal verbal rituals.  These rituals often serve a 

bracketing function, celebratively marking a perceived change in the physical and social accessibility of 

two individual to each other,…as well as beginnings and endings – of a day’s activity, a social occasion, a 
speech, an encounter, an interchange.  So in addition to the fact that any act performed during talk will 

carry ritual significance, some seem to be specialised for this purpose… and these play a special role in the 
episoding of conversation” (1981:20-1) 

 

 

3. Individual involvements in activity 

 

“During any spate of activity, participants will ordinarily not only obtain a sense of what is going on but 
will also (in some degree) become spontaneously engrossed, caught up, enthralled” (1974:345) 

 

Normative expectations of involvement: 

 

“All frames [see 4 below] involve expectations of a normative kind as to how deeply and fully the 
individual is to be carried into the activity organised by the frames.  Of course, frames differ quite widely 

in the involvement prescribed for participants sustaining them.  Some, like traffic systems, are properly 

sustained as an off-and-on focus of attention whose claim upon the participant is deep only when there is 

sudden trouble to avoid.  Other frames, like that in which sexual intercourse is understood, prescribe 

involvement that is literally and figuratively embracing” (1974:345) 
 

Involvement vs disattending: 

 

“A significant feature of any strip of activity is the capacity of its participants to ‘disattend’ competing 
events - both in fact and in appearance - here using ‘disattend’ to refer to the withdrawal of all attention 
and awareness” (1974:202; 1981:132) 

 

Main-involvement (1981:129): 

 

 absorbs the main part of an individual’s attention and interest 
 

Side-involvement (1981: 130): 

 

an activity that individuals can carry on in an abstracted fashion without threatening or confusing the 

simultaneous maintenance of their main involvement (eg humming while working, knitting while listening 

(1963) 

 

Dominant vs subordinate involvements: 

 

A social occasion may oblige the individual to be ready to recognise its claims on her/his attention) => 

dominant vs subordinate involvement (1963) 

 

Involvement displays: 

 

Individuals display their allocation of involvement in many ways (eg stance, facial expression, task 

activity), and there are cultural differences in people’s ‘involvement idiom’ (in the levels of involvement 
expected in an event and in ways of expressing their involvement allocation) (1963) 
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Disengagement: 

 

‘breaking frame’: suddenly letting go of the grasp the activity has upon you, even though it continues.  

Breaking frame can be authorised - eg exercising personal right of distraction [taking a drink of water] - or 

unauthorised, “a disruption of the portraying of appropriate, respectful involvement” (1974:350). 

 

 

4. Frames, realms and keying 

 

Frames are the psychological definitions, expectations and typifications that individuals use to make sense of 

the situations, events and activities that make up their lives.  People use frames to try to orient themselves and 

to coordinate their social activity together, producing and receiving an endless stream of signs to indicate 

“what it is that is going on here” (1974:8; see also Gumperz 1982 on ‘contextualisation cues’). 
 

Frames can be switched very rapidly (eg when the speaker ‘changes hats’); they can be layered and laminated, 
with one frame embedded in another (1981:154); and they are always vulnerable to rupture, eg when things 

that have been treated as out-of-frame and disattended hitherto break into the line of activity that has been the 

official main focus of attention (1974:Ch 10). 

 

A ‘realm’ is a meaningful universe created and sustained in an activity, the world evoked in a story, a play etc 

(1981:139; 1974:46).   

 

Everyday life is also a ‘realm of being’, “not a special domain to be placed in contrast to the others” 
(1974:564) 

 

When acts are ‘keyed’, they are framed as special, non-ordinary and not to be treated naively or taken 

‘straight’.  Goffman outlines several very basic types of key (1974:Ch.3):  

 

‘make believe’: this includes playful mimicry, dramatic scriptings and activity performed to entertain and  

engross the participants, “done with the knowledge that nothing practical will come of the doing” 
(1974:48-56); 

 

‘contests’: games, sports, and transformations of fighting in which the “the rules… supply restrictions of  
degree and mode of aggression”, and as in drama, there are “engrossing material which observers can 
get carried away with, materials which generate a realm of being” (1974:56,57); 

 

‘ceremonials”: these involve “marriages, funerals and investitures”, they “have a consequence that scripted  
dramas and even contests do not”, and rather than pretending to be someone else (as in make-believe), 

“the performer takes on the task of representing and epitomising himself [sic] in some one of his 

central social roles – parent, spouse, national and so forth” (1974:58). Interaction rituals can be seen as 

small forms of ‘ceremonial’; 
 

‘technical redoings are activities like exhibitions, rehearsals and pedagogic demonstrations, and they are  

“performed out of their usual context, for utilitarian purposes openly different from those of the 
original performance, the understanding being that the original outcome of the activity will not occur” 
(p. 59). The effect is to “give the neophyte experience in performing under conditions in which (it is 
felt) no actual engagement with the world is allowed” (p.59).   

 

 

5. Implications? 

 

Analysing discourse: 
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Ron Scollon is heavily influenced by Goffman, and he argues that when people engage in interaction, they 

follow a sequence of concerns: 

 

 

“1  Attend to the channel [physical access to communicative signals] 
 2  When the channel is established, attend to the relationships and identities. 

 3  When identities are established, attend to topics.” (1998:19; Goffman 1981:Ch 1) 
 

Following on from that, he suggests “the broadest scope for the exercise of power is constituted in the 
power to… control the channel” (1998:30).  What implications does this have for how one sets about the 

discourse analysis of eg a classroom transcript?  Indeed, how does Goffman’s apparatus as a whole affect 
the way one might analyse interactional discourse? 

 

Studying social structure: 

 

how is Goffman’s perspective on social interaction going to affect our understanding of power and status, 

identity and social category membership (eg gender, class, ethnicity)?  (See Goffman 1983 for an extended 

discussion of how the interaction order relates to the rest of sociology – and also note that Goffman’s first 

published paper focused on social class (1951)). 

 

 

-------------------------- 
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